
 
 

 Discussion Paper Submission  

Introduction 
Please find following key information about making a submission. 

Who can make a submission?  

Anyone is able to comment and make submissions on the Plan Melbourne refresh discussion paper.  

How will submissions be used?  

We want a Plan Melbourne to reflect the community’s views, particularly in relation to housing 
affordability and diversity, energy efficiency and climate change. All submissions received will be 
reviewed and inform Plan Melbourne 2016. 

Will submissions be publicly available?  

Written submissions will be publicly available and will be able to be read by others, unless you have 
requested and been granted confidentiality status. 

Why do I have to register to make a submission or comment online?  

The information provided in the registration form will help us analyse the responses and help us 
know which issues are of concern to residents in which areas of Melbourne or to particular 
community groups.  

Can I provide a submission in another format?  

Given the high volume of submissions anticipated it is strongly preferred that the online form or the 
downloadable template be used. This will ensure the most effective evaluation of the issues raised in 
submissions.  

How do I make a submission? 

You will need to register to make a submission. Submissions and comments will close at 5.00pm 
AEDST Friday 18 December 2015.  Once registered, there are two ways to make a submission: 

• Complete the online submission form 

• Upload your submission using this submission template. Note that the preferred format is MS 
Word, 

As part of making a submission, you will need to agree to the privacy collection notice and statement 
of confidentiality. These are outlined in both the online submission and upload forms. 

Do I have to respond to all of the questions in the submission form for my views to be heard?  

Not at all. You are welcome to respond to as many, or as few, of the questions on the Plan 
Melbourne refresh discussion paper as you would like.  

 

 

http://refresh.planmelbourne.vic.gov.au/submissions/survey_tools/online-submission-form
http://refresh.planmelbourne.vic.gov.au/submissions
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Can I comment on other areas not addressed in the Plan Melbourne refresh discussion Paper?  

This refresh is not intended to comprehensively revise Plan Melbourne 2014. It builds on the 
extensive work and consultation underpinning Plan Melbourne 2014. Much of Plan Melbourne 2014 
enjoys bi-partisan support and will not change.  

The Plan Melbourne refresh discussion paper and consultation process is asking Melburnians to take 
another look at particular aspects of Plan Melbourne 2014 that need revision such as the key issues 
of housing supply, diversity and affordability, and climate change and will reflect the Government’s 
transport network priorities. 
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Submission Template 
Chapter 2: Growth, challenges, fundamental principles and key concepts 

1. The discussion paper includes the option (option 5, page 16) that Plan Melbourne better define 
the key opportunities and challenges for developing Melbourne and outlines some key points 
for considerations in Box 1.  Are there any other opportunities or challenges that we should be 
aware of? 

Under ‘A changing economy’: 
 
Insert a new challenge: 
 

• The displacement of retail and office use for residential use in Activity Centres.  The current 
situation where medium/high density planning applications include a small scale office/shop 
component at ground floor does not provide a genuine mixed use development outcome or 
longer term areas for employment capacity.   

• Urban manufacturing – the displacement of manufacturing in activity centres.  State 
Government leadership is needed to support creative industries.   
 

Insert a new opportunity: 
 

• Encourage flexible and creative options (for future adaptation) for commercial uses through 
design consideration (ie. adequate floor to ceiling heights) to help preserve commercial 
(employment) development opportunities.   
 

Under ‘Moving people and goods’: 
 
Insert a new challenge: 

• Cumulative impact of carparking across an activity centre as well as site specific 
consideration.   

 
Insert a new opportunity: 

• Allowing for maximum carparking rates in areas close to public transport and services and 
advocating for sustainable transport alternatives.   

 
Under ‘Housing affordability’: 
 
Insert a new challenge: 

• Apartment diversity and a lack of family sized unit options.   
 
Under ‘Providing services and infrastructure for communities’: 
 
Insert a new challenge: 

• Providing increased open space for an increasing population to maintain liveability, amenity, 
well being and address any existing shortage. 

Under ‘Low suburban density’: 
Insert a new challenge: 

• Protecting heritage buildings and places of significance.   
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2. The discussion paper includes the option (option 6, page 18) that the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals be included in Plan Melbourne 2016.   Do you agree with this 
idea? If so, how should the goals be incorporated into Plan Melbourne 2016?  Choose one 
option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

 
Please explain your response: 

The Sustainable Development Goals are based on three pillars of sustainable development - 
economic prosperity, social inclusion and environment sustainability.  Of particular relevance to a 
Metropolitan Planning Strategy is Goal 11 – Sustainable Cities.   
 
Whilst Council does not have a formal position on the Goals, it is considered appropriate for State 
Government to acknowledge and advocate their advancement through inclusion in Plan Melbourne 
2016.   
 
A range of measures can be put in place to review the progression of achieving the Goals.  The review 
and reporting should be undertaken at State Government Level.   
 

3. The discussion paper includes the option (option 7, page 18) to lock down the existing urban 
growth boundary and modify the action (i.e. the action under Initiative 6.1.1.1 in Plan 
Melbourne 2014) to reflect this. Do you agree that there should be a permanent urban 
growth boundary based on the existing boundary? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

 
Please explain your response: 

Council generally supports the inclusion of an Urban Growth Boundary (with a 15 year land supply) to 
provide housing choice, protect important biodiversity and ensure retention of high quality 
agricultural land for food production.   It is noted that there is a greater cost of food to consumers, 
the further distance between agricultural land and the market. An Urban Growth Boundary will also 
help to ensure that limited land supply in growth areas does not adversely affect housing 
affordability in established urban areas.  

Land supply in all growth areas, however, should continue to be closely monitored to ensure that any 
reduction below the 15 year supply does not adversely affect metropolitan housing affordability.   
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4. The discussion paper includes the option (option 8, page 18) that Plan Melbourne 2016 should 
more clearly articulate the values of green wedge and peri- urban areas to be protected and 
safeguarded. How can Plan Melbourne 2016 better articulate the values of green wedge and 
peri-urban areas? 

The City of Stonnington municipality does not include any green wedge land or peri-urban areas. 
However, Council generally supports policies to retain significant landscape and biodiversity values in 
these areas and to limit urban encroachment to provide a clear separation.   
 

5. The discussion paper includes the option (option 9, page 18) to remove the concept of an 
Integrated Economic Triangle and replace it with a high-level 2050 concept map for Melbourne 
(i.e. a map that shows the Expanded Central City, National Employment Clusters, Metropolitan 
Activity Centres, State-Significant Industrial Precincts, Transport Gateways, Health and 
Education Precincts and Urban Renewal Precincts). What elements should be included in a 
2050 concept map for Melbourne? 

 

In principle, Council would support a high-level 2050 concept map for Melbourne. However, the 
Discussion Paper places a high degree of emphasis on national employment clusters with no policy 
direction on sub-regional employment clusters, particularly for health, education and business 
services sectors.  Preserving commercial development opportunities particularly along public 
transport corridors, is essential to deliver the objectives of a polycentric city and provide additional 
jobs in easy commuter distance to anticipated housing growth. 
 

6. The discussion paper includes the option (option 10, page 18) that the concept of Melbourne as 
a polycentric city (i.e. a city with many centres) with 20-minute neighbourhoods (i.e. the ability 
to meet your everyday (non-work) needs locally, primarily within a 20-minute walk) be better 
defined. Do the definitions adequately clarify the concepts? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree (for polycentric city) 
 Agree (for 20-minute neighbourhood) 
Strongly Agree 

 
Please explain your response: 

Page 20 of the Discussion Paper refers to a polycentric city as being a ‘city based around small 
numbers of clusters and service centres’ and the Glossary defines it as a ‘city model with more than 
one centre with a diverse range of employment and higher-order services’.  More detail is required 
around what is meant by ‘clusters’, ‘service centres’ and ‘higher order services’.   
 
The definition of a 20-minute neighbourhood is clearly defined in the Discussion Paper as ‘the ability 
to meet your everyday (non-work) needs locally, primarily within a 20-minute walk’.  Figure 2 on 
page 22 is a useful visual tool to accompany the definition and should be included in Plan Melbourne 
2016.  However, there needs to be a stronger link about the importance of neighbourhoods having 
access to good public transport (ie. with regular services).   
 
The Discussion Paper highlights the importance of the neighbourhood activity centre in playing a 
specific local role and supporting the 20-minute neighbourhood concept.  The housing policy section 
on page 23 refers to the MAC (2015) report recommending ‘higher density housing development 
where there is existing 20-minute access to local services’.  Greater emphasis should be placed on the 
need for higher density to be contextually appropriate and responsive to local strategic policy. 
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7. The discussion paper includes options (options 11-17, pages 23 to 27) that identify housing, 
climate change, people place and identity and partnerships with local government as key concepts 
that need to be incorporated into Plan Melbourne 2016. Do you support the inclusion of these 
as key concepts in Plan Melbourne 2016? 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

 
Please explain your response: 

Option 11 
Council supports Option 11 to strengthen housing affordability and choice as a key concept 
throughout Plan Melbourne 2016.   It is important that State Government leads on this issue and that 
it be given consideration and weight in Plan Melbourne 2016.   
 
Stonnington is a member of the Inner Melbourne Action Plan (IMAP) which has investigated Action 
5.2 – Affordable Housing.  This action relates to working collaboratively to investigate new funding 
sources and models and build the capacity of registered and not-for-profit housing organisations 
working in the Inner Melbourne Region to provide and manage an increased number of affordable 
houses. 
 
Other non-regulatory mechanisms such as increased delivery of social housing by State Government, 
use of surplus government land to fund/provide affordable housing and partnership arrangements 
with housing associations and the private sector should also be investigated.  
 
Options 12-13 
Council supports Options 12-13 which includes identifying the challenges of climate change and 
adding it as a key concept in Plan Melbourne 2016.  Stonnington’s Council Plan 2013/2017 (Year 3) 
includes as a Strategy to ‘support Council and the community to respond to, mitigate and adapt to 
climate change’ and there are a number of budget activities and measures to support this.  
 
Council’s Environmentally Sustainable Development planning policy has recently been included in the 
Planning Scheme and requires development applications to consider sustainable design principles 
early in the planning process to achieve ‘best practice’ in environmentally sustainable development.  
Council also has a Water Sensitive Urban Design Policy included in the Planning Scheme.  It is 
considered that Council is actively responding to issues of climate change at a local level through 
strategic planning.  This should be given priority at State Government level. 
 
More broadly, climate change mitigation initiatives should be linked to other relevant issues which 
aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions such as increased investment in public transport and 
increased modal shift to sustainable transport options.  
 
Options 14-15 
Council supports Option 14 to add as a key concept, the importance of people in Melbourne’s 
identity and place making and embed it throughout Plan Melbourne 2016.   
 
Council also supports the option to introduce a new ‘Place and Identity’ chapter (option 15B) 
incorporating existing policy directions in Plan Melbourne 2014 and other elements from the MAC 
(2013) report omitted from Plan Melbourne 2014.   
 
This chapter should be high level and set the scene about the natural and built form characteristics of 
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Melbourne which make Melbourne a unique and special place with a diverse community.  This new 
chapter should draw on IMAP’s work - Liveable, Walkable Melbourne - The Structure, Character and 
Significance of Inner Melbourne which refers to elements of the natural environment (inner 
waterways, coastline, open space and boulevards) and built environment (heritage buildings and 
precincts, laneways, streetscapes, established residential areas) and also the diversity in other 
Melbourne sub-regions. 
 
Council also supports the initiatives about ensuring that community is engaged in local planning and 
place making and considers this reflects Council’s current community engagement approach.   
 
Option 16 
Council supports option 16 to better recognise the contribution of Aboriginal values and perspectives 
to the planning of our built and natural environments.  State Government leadership on how Local 
Government can best consider Aboriginal values and perspectives as part of the planning process in 
an urbanized setting, is needed.   
 
Option 17 
Option 17 refers to ‘recognising and reinforcing the importance of partnership with local government 
in sub-regional planning and the implementation of Plan Melbourne 2016’.  Whilst Council supports 
this notion, it is concerning that there appears to be no opportunity for Council to review or 
comment on the proposed implementation plan that will accompany Plan Melbourne 2016.  Council 
requests the opportunity to comment on a draft implementation plan.   
 

8. Any other comments about chapter 2 (growth, challenges, fundamental principles and key 
concepts)? 

As outlined in Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014, the role of the Metropolitan Planning 
Authority in the decision making process remains unclear.  It is considered essential that Stonnington 
(and other local government authorities) retains authority over local decisions.   
 
Council supports the proposal for Plan Melbourne 2016 to be an enduring strategy supported by a 
rolling implementation plan which is regularly updated.  The update could be every four years in line 
with the review period for Planning Schemes.   
 
 Recommendation 30  of Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014 remains relevant: 
 

‘Ensure that Councils in relation to the inner urban area be involved in the definition of the 
Metropolitan Planning Authority’s role in planning, including its powers and relationship to 
Activity Centres and Urban Renewal Areas’.   

 
The role of the Metropolitan Planning Authority may be clarified through a detailed implementation 
plan for Plan Melbourne 2016, however there appears to be no opportunity for Council to review or 
provide comment on an implementation plan prior to its finalisation.  This is a key concern for 
Council.   
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Chapter 3: Delivering jobs and investment 

9. The discussion paper includes the option (option 20, page 30) to revise the Delivering Jobs and 
Investment chapter in Plan Melbourne 2014 to ensure the significance and roles of the 
National Employment Clusters as places of innovation and knowledge-based employment are 
clear. How can Plan Melbourne 2016 better articulate the significance and roles of the National 
Employment Clusters as places of innovation and knowledge-based employment? 

The Discussion Paper considers land use, economic gains and employment as key characteristics of 
the National Employment Clusters.  Transport related factors such as access to, and provision of 
efficient transport should also be considered in order to ensure the successful functioning of the 
employment cluster.   
 

10. The discussion paper includes two options (page 30) relating to National Employment Clusters, 
being: 

Option 21A: Focus planning for National Employment Clusters on core institutions and businesses 

Option 21B: Take a broader approach to planning for National Employment Clusters that looks 
beyond the core institutions and businesses 

Which option do you prefer?  

 Option 21A 
 Option 21B 

 
Please explain why you have chosen your preferred option: 

Council generally supports Option 21B which considers a broader approach to planning for National 
Employment Clusters that looks beyond the core institutions and businesses.  This approach would 
involve flagging an area under investigation and refining the area with Local Government/community 
engagement.  For example, a study area boundary could be used initially to broadly define an 
Employment Cluster and then refined and confirmed with Local Government endorsement and 
community engagement.  
 
As outlined in Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014, Chadstone shopping centre should be 
identified as a National Employment Cluster due to its location surrounded by residential and 
educational uses.  The creation of this cluster would add substance to the case for public transport 
enhancements (train or tram) to and through Chadstone.   
 
It should be noted that for the Monash National Employment Cluster, Chadstone Shopping Centre 
has been identified as a stakeholder however Stonnington Council has not.  Council requests that it 
be included as a stakeholder. 
 

11. The discussion paper includes the option (option 22, page 30) to broaden the East Werribee 
National Employment Cluster to call it the Werribee National Employment Cluster in order to 
encompass the full range of activities and employment activities that make up Werribee. This 
could include the Werribee Activity Centre and the Werribee Park Tourism Precinct.  Do you 
agree with broadening the East Werribee Cluster? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
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 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

 
Why? 

No comment on this question as not of particular relevance to Stonnington. 
 

12. The discussion paper includes the option (option 23, page 30) to broaden the Dandenong South 
National Employment Cluster to call it the Dandenong National Employment Cluster in order to 
encompass the full range of activities and employment activities that make up Dandenong. 
This could include the Dandenong Metropolitan Activity Centre and Chisholm Institute of TAFE. 
Do you agree with broadening the Dandenong South National Employment Cluster? Choose 
one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

No comment on this question as not of particular relevance to Stonnington. 
 

13. The discussion paper includes options (options 24 to 30, pages 33 and 34) that consider the 
designation of activity centres and criteria for new activity centres.  Do you have any comments 
on the designation of activity centres or the criteria for new activity centres as outlined in the 
discussion paper? 

Option 30 
Council generally supports the additional criteria for new activity centres: 

• Meet an identified market gap – this would enable Council to prepare planning controls to 
better manage the preferred use outcomes of an area, subject to strategic planning 
justification.  

• Contribute to the delivery of a network of 20 minute neighbourhoods – this is relevant to all 
levels of activity centres across Stonnington. 

 
General 
Whilst not specifically included in the Discussion Paper, Council wishes to stress the importance of 
allowing the ability to mandate heights in Neighbourhood Centres and as such, suggests an 
amendment to Initiative 4.2.2 of Plan Melbourne 2014 (by adding the words in bold):   In some 
instances, where centres are already well-developed or communities are seeking to protect the unique 
character of their centres (such as by protecting heritage buildings or solar access to open space and 
the public realm. 
 
As highlighted in Council’s previous submission to Plan Melbourne 2014 the following 
recommendations remain relevant for consideration in Plan Melbourne 2016: 
 
Definition of Activity Centres 
Recommendation 3: 
Plan Melbourne to clearly define the roles of Activity Centres and Neighbourhood Centres. 
There needs to be clarity around the definition of ‘neighbourhood centres’ as distinct from ‘activity 
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centres’.  Neighbourhood centres should also be defined in the glossary.   
 
Identification of Toorak Village  
Recommendation 5: 
Toorak Village to be modified from an Activity Centre to a Neighbourhood Centre.  This is in line with 
Amendment C77 and the supporting structure plan. 
 
The inaccuracy in terms has specifically led to confusion regarding the future development of Toorak 
Village as a designated Activity Centre. Through community consultations and stakeholder 
engagements, opinions have been voiced that Toorak Village should not be an area in which 
intensification is a priority, as it is a well established ‘village’ area with its own unique neighbourhood 
character and feel that the residents of Stonnington would like to protect. 
 
Displacement of small to medium sized businesses 
Recommendation 6: 
Include the provision of guidance to local governments as to how to secure employment spaces 
within Activity Centres. 
 
Within Stonnington, small to medium sized businesses are being displaced by residential led 
development as shown on Chapel Street (e.g. Forrest Hill).  Greater guidance should be given as to 
how Councils can secure an appropriate proportion of different types of employment spaces within 
activity centres through the Activity Centre Zone provisions and other appropriate mechanisms.  This 
important issue has been carefully considered in the development of the Chapel Street Activity 
Centre Zone which has been adopted by Council and is currently awaiting approval from the Minister 
for Planning. 
 
The Caulfield Station Urban Renewal Precinct 
Recommendation 9: 
The Caulfield Station Urban Renewal Precinct to exclude the northern side of Dandenong Road. 
 
There is significant concern over the identification of Caulfield as an area of Urban Renewal and the 
inclusion of the northern side of Dandenong Road in Plan Melbourne 2014.  Council strongly requests 
that the Caulfield Station Urban Renewal Precinct exclude the northern side of Dandenong Road.  
Council has completed locally specific urban design frameworks supported by controls in the 
planning scheme.  These reflect stakeholder and community views and acknowledge the potential 
growth on the north side of Dandenong Road commensurate with balancing economic and housing 
development with the surrounding single storey character and local heritage qualities.  
 
Urban Renewal Areas 
Recommendation 10: 
The Strategy needs to outline how Urban Renewal Areas will be implemented and the proposed 
relationship structure between State and Local government in the facilitation and planning for new 
development within these areas. 
 
This recommendation relates back to the importance of clarifying the role of the Metropolitan 
Planning Authority.  It is considered essential that Stonnington retains authority over local decisions. 
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14. The discussion paper includes the option (option 31, page 35) to evaluate the range of planning 
mechanisms available to protect strategic agricultural land. What types of agricultural land and 
agricultural activities need to be protected and how could the planning system better protect 
them? 

Refer to response to Question 3. 
 

15. The discussion paper includes the option (option 32, page 36) to implement the outcomes of 
the Extractive Industries Taskforce through the planning scheme, including Regional Growth 
Plans, to affirm that extractive industries resources are protected to provide an economic 
supply of materials for construction and road industries. Do you have any comments in relation 
to extractive industries?  

As a broad strategic planning principle it is appropriate to protect areas of significant resource value 
and long term employment opportunity through appropriate planning tools available in the Victoria 
Planning Provisions.  
 

16. Any other comments about chapter 3 (delivering jobs and investment)? 

 
 
 

Chapter 4: A more connected Melbourne 

17. The discussion paper includes the option (option 34, page 42) to include the Principal Public 
Transport Network in Plan Melbourne 2016. Do you agree that the Principal Public Transport 
Network should inform land use choices and decisions? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
Agree 

 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

The Principal Public Transport Network (PPTN) can help inform land use choices and decisions 
however this approach is only effective if service level provisions are sufficient to meet the increased 
patronage demands as a result of increased development.  Whilst the PPTN can help to indicate 
where greater activity could be accommodated on the public transport network, other factors must 
be considered, including the residential zones, heritage, neighbourhood character, amenity impact 
and other infrastructure provision. 
 
Council notes that the PPTN is being updated.  It is essential that Council is provided an opportunity 
to review and input into any new PPTN before it is included in Plan Melbourne 2016.   
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18. The discussion paper includes the option (option 35, page 43) to incorporate references to 
Active Transport Victoria (which aims to increase participation and safety among cyclists and 
pedestrians) in Plan Melbourne 2016. How should walking and cycling networks influence and 
integrate with land use? 

Incorporating references to Active Transport Victoria to invest in cycling and pedestrian 
infrastructure improvements will have benefits in growth areas where space exists to install new 
shared path infrastructure. However, in inner areas such as Stonnington, the majority of the cyclist 
network is made up of on-road bike lanes which often compete with on street car parking and trams. 
For cyclist and pedestrian infrastructure improvements to these routes, VicRoads and Yarra Trams 
should be encouraged to make decisions on the priority of the road in consultation with Council, to 
allow safe space for separated bike lanes and footpaths where appropriate.   
 

19. Any other comments about chapter 4 (a more connected Melbourne)? 

Page 41 of the Discussion Paper lists the new rail and road projects to be included in Plan Melbourne 
2016 but does not provide any specific details about these projects.  More information is required 
about each of these projects with an opportunity to provide comments.   
 
In relation to the Melbourne Metro Rail Project, Council notes that no proposal has been made for 
upgrades to South Yarra Station.  Council has previously advocated for South Yarra Station to be 
included in the project scope of the Melbourne Metro Project.    Council seeks to highlight the need 
for upgrades at South Yarra Station, particularly to address capacity, amenity, design and safety 
issues. 
 
In the absence of detail regarding the current transport projects, the following recommendations 
contained in Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014 remain relevant: 
 
Introduction of a dedicated freight track on the Dandenong rail line 
Recommendation 16: 
More detail regarding the proposed alignment of the Dandenong Freight line be provided in Plan 
Melbourne to address proposed alignment, amenity concerns, noise, land acquisition, impact on 
heritage homes.   
 
Recommendation 17: 
City of Stonnington be consulted as a major stakeholder on the proposed design and development of 
the Dandenong Freight line. 
 
Recommendation 18: 
The Strategy be amended to reference the State Government’s commitment to preparing a freight 
rail noise policy to be included within the State Planning Policy Framework.   
 
Traffic, car parking and travel demand management 
Recommendation 19: 
Greater emphasis needs to be placed in the Strategy (and planning applications) to link areas for 
development growth to public transport capacity and funded improvements to existing services and 
infrastructure, including consideration of cumulative impacts. 
 
Greater tram priority on the road network 
Recommendation 20: 
Proposals for greater tram-priority on the road network which involve the removal of on-street car 
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parking be subject to locally specific structure plans and studies and extensive consultation.   
 
Grade separation at existing road/rail crossings 
Recommendation 21: 
Plan Melbourne identify all seven level crossings within Stonnington for grade separation; on the 
Sandringham line – Greville Street (Prahran), Union Street (Windsor) and, on the Glen Waverley line – 
Glenferrie Road (Kooyong), Toorak Road (Kooyong), Tooronga Road (Malvern), Burke Road (already 
proposed) and High Street (Glen Iris).   
 
The Discussion Paper mentions the removal of 50 metropolitan level crossings but does not identify 
which ones are flagged for removal or timing.  More information is required. 
 
Ferry route and South Yarra terminal 
Recommendation 22: 
Plan Melbourne to identify that environmental, recreational, transport and economic impacts will be 
considered prior to finalisation of ferry routes and terminals. 
 
Strategic cycling corridors in the Central City 
Recommendation 23: 
The Sandringham rail corridor proposed shared pedestrian/cycle path be shown as a strategic cycling 
enhancement project.   
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Chapter 5: Housing 

20. The discussion paper includes the option (option 36A, page 46) to establish a 70/30 target 
where established areas provide 70 per cent of Melbourne’s new housing supply and 
greenfield growth areas provide 30 per cent.  Do you agree with establishing a 70/30 target for 
housing supply? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

The MAC report recommends introducing a housing target that by 2050, at least 70% of all new 
housing approved after 2015 will be accommodated within the established urban areas of 
Melbourne and the remaining 30% in the greenfield growth areas. 
 
Whilst Council understands that there are benefits to introducing housing targets (such as clearer 
responsibilities for meeting local housing needs), Council has already demonstrated a commitment to 
planning for increased growth without the use of housing targets.   
 
Within Stonnington, a comprehensive structure plan has been adopted for the Chapel Street Activity 
Centre (which includes Forrest Hill) and is being implemented using the Activity Centre Zone (Council 
is awaiting approval of the Activity Centre Zone).   Structure Plans are also being prepared for the 
Glenferrie Road and High Street Activity Centre and Hawksburn Village.  Council has also identified 
residential areas with development potential through the application of the Residential Growth Zone 
and General Residential Zone.  These measures demonstrate a commitment to accommodate 
housing growth and diversity. 
 
Council is concerned that commencing a target approach with a start date of ‘after 2015’, does not 
recognise the extent to which Stonnington has already catered for increased growth.  It is considered 
that accommodating growth should be absorbed across the established areas, rather than focused 
on specific areas only. 
 
Housing targets do not necessarily address the issue of housing diversity and cannot be considered in 
isolation.  A whole-of government Housing Policy for Metropolitan Melbourne would also be needed 
(this is a recommendation of the MAC) that could then feed into local housing strategies.    
  

21. What, if any, planning reforms are necessary to achieve a 70/30 target? 

The following State wide planning reforms would need to be implemented prior to introducing 
housing targets: 

• Innovative planning tools that manage both use and development.  The Discussion Paper 
includes the aim to increase the number of new households closer to existing jobs.  In 
Stonnington, Neighbourhood Activity Centres play an important role in providing a range of 
affordable small-medium sized employment space through shop-tops and serviced office 
space.  The crowding out of these uses by market forces which designate residential 
development as the highest and best use, can pose a threat to the sustainability of these 
smaller centres as centres for employment. 

• Enforceable Guidelines for producing better apartments.  There is a need to manage the 
quality of apartment design and internal amenity, and provide for a variety of 
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households and changing demographics.   
• Innovative planning tools that encourage more choice in the housing market to meet 

different housing needs. 
• Carparking policy that introduces maximum carparking rates in areas close to public 

transport and services.   
 

22. The discussion paper includes the option (option 36B, page 46) to investigate a mechanism to 
manage the sequence and density of the remaining Precinct Structure Plans based on land 
supply needs.  Do you agree with this idea? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

Growth area councils are best placed to respond to this question.   
 

23. The discussion paper includes the option (option 36C, page 46) to focus metropolitan planning 
on unlocking housing supply in established areas, particularly within areas specifically targeted 
for growth and intensification. Do you agree with this idea? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

This question is unclear.  The MAC recommends deleting Direction 4.2 of Plan Melbourne – ‘protect 
Melbourne and its suburbs from inappropriate development’ and associated actions.  Whilst the 
Discussion Paper states that this recommendation is beyond the scope of the Refresh, Council does 
not support the deletion of Direction 4.2 which includes initiatives around protecting 
neighbourhoods from residential densification and providing for mandatory controls. These 
initiatives remain relevant and need to be balanced with accommodating for growth.   
 
Council has planned to accommodate for increased growth in the Chapel Street Activity Centre 
(which includes the Forrest Hill Precinct) through the application of the Activity Centre Zone.  
Structure Plans are also being prepared for the Glenferrie Road and High Street Activity Centre and 
Hawksburn Village.  Council has also identified residential areas with development potential through 
the application of the Residential Growth Zone.  These measures demonstrate a balance between 
accommodating housing growth and diversity whilst protecting heritage and neighbourhood 
character.   
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24. The discussion paper includes options (option 37, page 50) to better define and 
communicate Melbourne’s housing needs by either: 

Option 37A: Setting housing targets for metropolitan Melbourne and each sub-region relating 
to housing diversity, supply and affordability. 

Option 37B: Developing a metropolitan Housing Strategy that includes a Housing Plan.  

Which option do you prefer? Choose one option: 

 Option 37A 
 Option 37B 
 Other 

Why? 

The above approaches cannot be considered in isolation.   Housing targets would need to fit within a 
Metropolitan Housing Strategy and Housing Plan that can then feed into local housing strategies.   
 
The Discussion Paper states that as an alternative to targets, a Housing Strategy might ‘provide 
detailed housing information and include preferred housing scenarios for sub-regions and for the 
sub-region’s activity centres and National Employment Clusters’.  Council would welcome more 
information on this approach.   
 

25. The discussion paper includes the option (option 38, page 52) to introduce a policy statement 
in Plan Melbourne 2016 to support population and housing growth in defined locations and 
acknowledge that some areas within defined locations will require planning protection based 
on their valued character. How could Plan Melbourne 2016 clarify those locations in which 
higher scales of change are supported? 

Council has demonstrated a balanced approach in identifying areas for growth and protecting 
heritage and neighbourhood character through its structure planning and application of the 
residential zones.   
 

26. The discussion paper includes the option (option 39, page 52) to clarify the direction to 
‘protect the suburbs’. How could Plan Melbourne 2016 clarify the direction to protect 
Melbourne and its suburbs from inappropriate development? 

 
 A key concern for Stonnington residents is inappropriate higher density development and the impact 
on neighbourhood character and internal and external amenity. Robust principles and performance-
based guidelines are needed to inform good design outcomes that are responsive and respectful of 
the local context.  As outlined in Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014, Council supports the 
short-term initiative to update the design guidelines and introduce measurable standards for high-
density residential and mixed-use development. 
 
Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014 also included a request for greater emphasis to be 
placed in the Strategy on state-wide minimum design standards for residential apartments.  State 
Government has subsequently released the Better Apartments Discussion Paper for consultation and 
Council has provided a submission in response (July 2015).   
 
The finalisation of the above actions and their implementation into Planning Schemes will help clarify 
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how suburbs can be protected from inappropriate development. 
 

27. The discussion paper includes the option (option 40, page 56) to clarify the action to apply 
the Neighbourhood Residential Zone to at least 50 per cent of residential land by: 

Option 40A: Deleting the action and replacing it with a direction that clarifies how the 
residential zones should be applied to respect valued character and deliver housing diversity. 

Option 40B: Retain at least 50 per cent as a guide but expand the criteria to enable variations 
between municipalities.  

Which option do you prefer? Choose one option: 

 Option 40A 
 Option 40B 
 Other 

Why? 

Urban areas need to be protected from inappropriate development.  Council does not support the 
use of an arbitrary % figure to limit development. A set of clearer design performance criteria and 
policy directions would help clarify where residential zones should be applied.   
 
It is considered that Stonnington’s application of the residential zones was applied with local 
strategic justification including the Strategic Framework Plan, lot size, neighbourhood character and 
heritage controls and consideration for growth in Activity Centres, adjacent to train stations and 
along the Principal Public Transport Network.  This approach could be used as the basis for 
developing criteria.   
 

28.  The discussion paper includes the option (option 42, page 58) to include an action in Plan 
Melbourne 2016 to investigate how the building and planning system can facilitate housing 
that readily adapts to the changing needs of households over the life of a dwelling. In what 
other ways can Plan Melbourne 2016 support greater housing diversity? 

Plan Melbourne 2016 could support greater housing diversity by undertaking a Statewide study to: 
• Identify the benefits associated with a diversity of housing mix (to help inform the 

community); 
• Identify the appropriate housing mix to meet Melbourne’s existing and future housing needs;  
• Identify preferred housing types and designs in terms of residential density and amenity. 
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29. A number of options are outlined in the discussion paper (page 58) to improve housing 
affordability, including: 

Option 45A: Consider introducing planning tools that mandate or  facilitate or provide incentives 
to increase social and affordable housing supply. 

Option 45B: Evaluate the affordable housing initiative pilot for land sold by government to 
determine whether to extend this to other suitable land sold by government. 

Option 45C:  Identify planning scheme requirements that could be waived or reduced without 
compromising the amenity of social and affordable housing or neighbouring properties. 

What other ideas do you have for how Plan Melbourne 2016 can improve housing affordability? 

 
The issue of housing affordability is a complex and significant issue that first needs to be addressed 
and considered at a State/Federal Government level and then ongoing input sought from local 
government and other government agencies and service providers. 
 
Stonnington is a member of the Inner Melbourne Action Plan (IMAP) which has investigated Action 
5.2 – Affordable Housing.  This action relates to working collaboratively to investigate new funding 
sources and models and build the capacity of registered and not-for-profit housing organisations 
working in the Inner Melbourne Region to provide and manage an increased number of affordable 
houses. 
 
Other non-regulatory mechanisms such as increased delivery of social housing by State Government, 
use of surplus government land to fund/provide affordable housing and partnership arrangements 
with housing associations and the private sector should also be investigated.  
 

30. Any other comments about chapter 5 (housing)? 

The Discussion Paper lacks emphasis on the importance of neighbourhood character and protecting 
places of heritage significance.  It is important that Plan Melbourne 2016 adequately identifies the 
challenge of planning for future growth whilst conserving areas of character and significance, and 
respects the work already undertaken by Local Government in these areas.   
 
 

Chapter 6: A more resilient and environmentally sustainable Melbourne 

31. The discussion paper includes the option (option 46, page 69) to introduce Strategic 
Environmental Principles in Plan Melbourne 2016 to guide implementation of environment, 
climate change and water initiatives. Do you agree with the inclusion of Strategic 
Environmental Principles in Plan Melbourne 2016? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 
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Inclusion of Strategic Environmental Principles is generally supported. These will provide a useful 
level of focus for testing decision making. Such focus was missing in Plan Melbourne 2014. 
 

32. The discussion paper includes the option (option 47, page 72) to review policy and hazard 
management planning tools (such as overlays) to ensure the planning system responds to 
climate change challenges. Do you agree with this idea? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

A review of policy and planning tools (such as overlays) to ensure that planning responds to climate 
change challenges will identify where additional work is required.  The review should be State 
Government led, be based on best practice and include early and meaningful consultation across 
Local Government. 
 
Stonnington is one of six Council’s that has recently introduced Environmentally Sustainable 
Development policy into its Planning Scheme, requiring that development applications meet best 
practice early on in the design process.   
 
Part of the Municipal Emergency Management Planning Committee’s (MEMPC) role in any District is 
to develop a Community Emergency Risk Assessment (CERA).  In the case of Stonnington, extreme 
weather events and flooding are two such risks that the Committee has identified and for which it 
has implemented control measures in the areas of response/relief/recovery.  With respect to these 
two risks, the Committee relies upon the Special Building Overlay Flood mapping produced through 
cooperation between Melbourne Water and Council.   
 

33. The discussion paper includes options (options 48 and 49, page72) to update hazard mapping 
to promote resilience and avoid unacceptable risk, and update periodically the planning 
system and supporting legislative and policy frameworks to reflect best available climate 
change science and data. Do you have any comments on these options? 

Updated hazard mapping is recommended to address regional and local risks, so that appropriate 
planning responses can occur.  Regular review is also required to respond to risks and challenges as 
climate change science and data continues to progress and improve. 
 

34. The discussion paper includes the option (option 50, page 73) to incorporate natural hazard 
management criteria into Victorian planning schemes to improve planning in areas exposed to 
climate change and environmental risks. Do you agree with this idea? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

Incorporating natural hazard management criteria into planning schemes is generally supported.  In 
particular, Council considers the following criterion as essential: 
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Adopt a consistent State wide approach to mitigating risk that informs fit for purpose local 
solutions (mapping hazards, setting the right rules in place).   

  

35. The discussion paper includes the option (option 51, page 75) to investigate consideration of 
climate change risks in infrastructure planning in the land use planning system, including 
consideration of an ‘infrastructure resilience test’. Do you agree that a more structured approach 
to consideration of climate change risks in infrastructure planning has merit? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

A more structured approach to consideration of climate change risks in infrastructure planning, 
including consideration of an ‘infrastructure resilience test’ is generally supported by Council.  
However details of its application require careful consideration and consultation with local 
government.    
 
Increased development places additional pressure on existing infrastructure and this needs broader 
policy attention and improved resource management capacity.   
 

36. The discussion paper includes the option (option 52, page 76) to strengthen high-priority 
habitat corridors throughout Melbourne and its peri-urban areas to improve long-term 
health of key flora and fauna habitat.  Do you agree with this idea? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

Strengthening existing habitat corridors should be extended to also identifying and promoting re-
establishment of lost habitat corridors (or alternatives if re-establishment is not possible). 
 

37. The discussion paper includes options (options 53 and 54, pages 78 and 79) to introduce 
strategies to cool our city including: increasing tree canopy, vegetated ground cover and 
permeable surfaces; use of Water Sensitive Urban Design and irrigation; and encouraging the 
uptake of green roofs, facades and walls, as appropriate materials used for pavements and 
buildings with low heat-absorption properties. What other strategies could be beneficial for 
cooling our built environment?  

Council has been proactive in addressing this issue at a local level.  Council’s Statutory Planners 
assess planning applications against a Water Sensitive Urban Design local policy in the Planning 
Scheme.  Council is also a member of the Growing Green Guide for Melbourne Project (as developed 
by IMAP).   
 
Another strategy that could be beneficial for cooling our built environment includes the efficient use 
of energy for transport, production and building operations. The majority of every watt of gas, petrol, 
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diesel and electricity consumed in Melbourne is converted into heat which contributes to warming 
our city.  
 

38. The discussion paper includes the option (option 56A, page 80) to investigate opportunities in 
the land use planning system, such as strong supporting planning policy, to facilitate the 
increased uptake of renewable and low-emission energy in Melbourne and its peri-urban 
areas. Do you agree that stronger land use planning policies are needed to facilitate the uptake 
of renewable and low-emission energy? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

Council supports stronger land use planning policies to facilitate and increase the uptake of 
renewable and low-emission energy generation.  Council has demonstrated its commitment to this 
issue by developing an Environmentally Sustainable Development policy that is included in the 
Planning Scheme with five other metropolitan councils.  It requires applicants to demonstrate how a 
development is energy efficient at the beginning of the planning process.   
 
State wide planning policy regarding solar access rights for existing solar PV systems should also be 
developed and included in the Planning Scheme.  This is particularly important given the grandfather 
clause in local planning schemes.  
 

39. The discussion paper includes options (options 56B and 56C, page 80) to strengthen the 
structure planning process to facilitate future renewable and low-emission energy generation 
technologies in greenfield and urban renewal precincts and require consideration of the costs 
and benefits of renewable or low-emission energy options across a precinct. Do you agree that 
the structure planning process should facilitate the uptake of renewable and low-emission 
technologies in greenfield and urban renewal precincts? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

Council supports the upfront consideration of the uptake of renewable and low emission 
technologies as part of the structure planning process.  This could include energy mapping.    
 
Successful integration of these technologies into structure planning includes requiring access to 
sunlight, provision of adequate space for systems and connectivity of energy uses. 
 
Enabling the sharing of energy supply across title boundaries as part of the structure planning 
process could further facilitate renewable and low-emission energy generation. This is due to the 
ability to generate on a site and share that energy with adjacent sites without the regulatory barriers 
that currently exist and are hindering integrated systems on a neighbourhood scale. 
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40. The discussion paper includes the option (option 57, page 81) to take an integrated approach 
to planning and building to strengthen Environmentally Sustainable Design, including 
consideration of costs and benefits. Do you agree that an integrated planning and building 
approach would strengthen Environmentally Sustainable Design? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

Council is already requiring an integrated approach to ESD through the implementation of its 
Environmentally Sustainable Development policy in the Planning Scheme.   
 
Lack of consideration for energy and resource efficiency at the design stage can compromise the 
ability of a development to meet building permit and operational phase efficiency requirements.  
Studies by State and Federal Departments have shown that current building code energy efficiency 
requirements are frequently not met. Therefore, specific energy efficiency targets and standards 
should be required at both planning and building permitting stages; with both codes aligned to 
ensure maximum success. 
  

41. Any other comments about chapter 6 (a more resilient and environmentally sustainable 
Melbourne)? 

Council supports the inclusion of an environmentally sustainable Melbourne chapter in the 
Discussion Paper which will form part of Plan Melbourne 2016.  The concept of ‘resilience’ however 
should apply more broadly and underpin the entire Metropolitan Strategy.   
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Chapter 7: New planning tools 

42. The discussion paper includes options (options 58A and 58B, page 84) to evaluate whether new 
or existing planning tools (zones and overlays) could be applied to National Employment 
Clusters and urban renewal areas. Do you have any comments on the planning tools (zones and 
overlays) needed for National Employment Clusters and urban renewal areas? 

Unless part of a comprehensive review of the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPP’s), the addition of 
new zones, including Special Purpose Zones, should be avoided.  Page 84 of the Discussion Paper 
states that the Victorian Government proposes to review Victoria Planning Provisions to reduce the 
complexity of existing planning schemes, and that the recommendations relating to new or existing 
planning tools will be considered as part of this work.   
 

43. The discussion paper includes options (options 59A and 59B, page 84) to evaluate the merits of 
code assessment for multi-unit development, taking into account the findings from the ‘Better 
Apartments’ process, to either replace ResCode with a codified process for multi-unit 
development or identify ResCode standards that can be codified. Do you have any comments 
on the merits of code assessment for multi-unit development? 

A code assessment for multi-unit development raises the following concerns: 
 

• Reduced third party rights to notice and appeal.  This is an important component of Victoria’s 
planning system.  Situations may arise where the local community is only informed about 
multi-unit development at the construction phase.  This scenario is of high concern for 
Council.   

• It may be unclear whether an application fits within the code assessment process.  Situations 
may arise where applicants believe that they comply  however Council is of the view that the 
standards have not been met.  This is particularly relevant to standards that are more 
difficult to measure such as neighbourhood character and design.   

• It is considered that neighbourhood character is unlikely to fit within a code assess process.  
Even within broader neighbourhood character precincts identified by Council, character can 
differ between individual streets. 

• A code assessment process may result in generic development outcomes and a ‘cookie 
cutter’ approach to design.   

• Previous incarnations of code assess type provisions (ie. former dual occupancy as of right 
provisions) produced poor development outcomes and were ultimately removed because 
they failed. 

44. Any other comments about chapter 7 (new planning tools)? 
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Chapter 8: Implementation 

45. The discussion paper includes the option (options 1 and 61, pages 14 and 90) of Plan 
Melbourne being an enduring strategy with a long-term focus supported by a ‘rolling’ 
implementation plan. Do you agree that separating the long-term strategy from a shorter-term 
supporting implementation plan is a good idea? 

As outlined in this submission, Council requests the opportunity to review and comment on the 
implementation plan prior to its finalisation.   
 

46. If a separate implementation plan is developed for Plan Melbourne 2016 what will make it 
effective? 

If a separate implementation plan is developed for Plan Melbourne 2016, it needs to clearly link  back 
to the Strategy.   
 

47. Any other comments about chapter 8 (implementation)? 

Page 91 of the Discussion Paper refers to the Metropolitan sub-regions, in particular the new Central 
Sub-region which includes Stonnington.  It states that ‘alternative boundaries could be considered for 
the Central Sub-region which better align with the Central City planning area, in consultation with the 
relevant councils.  For example, in the City of Stonnington the area east of Williams Road could form 
part of the Eastern Sub-region’.   
 
As outlined in Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014, Stonnington supports the use of sub-
regions to better define regional direction in relation to housing and activity centres.  This reflects 
the existing structure of IMAP that Stonnington is party to.  Council supports Stonnington’s location 
within the central sub-region but notes variations in characteristics and policy from east to west and 
the diversity that results and provides for resilient and connected communities.   
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10. PLAN MELBOURNE REFRESH 

Manager City Strategy: Susan Price   
General Manager Planning & Amenity: Stuart Draffin        

 

PURPOSE 
The purpose of this report is:  

• To brief Council on the release of the Plan Melbourne Refresh Discussion Paper 
(October 2015)  

• For Council to endorse its submission to State Government due on 18 December 2015.   

BACKGROUND 

Plan Melbourne 2014 
Plan Melbourne is the existing metropolitan planning strategy intended to guide the city’s 
growth to 2050.  The current version of Plan Melbourne was released in May 2014. 

Council previously provided a submission on the draft Plan Melbourne in December 2013.  
Council’s submission was informed by community consultation (held in November 2013) 
including Drop-in sessions, a dedicated consultation web page, information in the 
Stonnington Leader and hard copy and electronic surveys.   

Plan Melbourne Refresh Discussion Paper, October 2015 
In March 2015, the Minister for Planning appointed the Plan Melbourne 2015 Ministerial 
Advisory Committee (MAC) to provide advice to inform the development of the Plan 
Melbourne Refresh. The MAC Report has been released concurrently with the Refresh 
Discussion Paper which outlines issues and options for consideration. Submissions on the 
Refresh Discussion Paper are due on 18 December 2015.   

State Government has advised that the Plan Melbourne Refresh will be an update of the 
existing strategy and will build upon the foundations of the previous plan. It will address the 
key projects and priorities of State Government including housing supply, diversity and 
affordability, climate change and will reflect current transport network priorities. It will also 
include an implementation plan.   

Some key principles from Plan Melbourne that will remain include:  

• Population growth within a fixed urban growth boundary and protection of green wedges; 
housing targets 

• More jobs closer to where people live. 

• Better transport and stronger activity centres. 

• Better planned communities in growth corridors. 

• Integrated public transport, infrastructure investment and land use planning. 

• Simplifying residential zones. 

• Focusing development along railway lines. 
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DISCUSSION 
The public release of the MAC report which informs Plan Melbourne Refresh is welcomed to 
understand the background to the Refresh.  However stakeholders have been given only 
eight weeks to provide feedback to Plan Melbourne Refresh which also includes 
understanding the 231 page MAC report.  This timeframe is extremely tight given the extent 
of the issues and options that stakeholders, including Councils, are required to consider.  

The Plan Melbourne Refresh Discussion Paper addresses key points for discussion under 
specific chapters which are outlined below. The following is a summary of the key aspects of 
Stonnington's draft submission under each of these chapters and questions. Attachment 1 
provides Council’s proposed submission.  

Chapter 2: Growth, challenges, fundamental principles and key concepts 
Role of the MPA (Question 8) 

As outlined in Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014, the role of the Metropolitan 
Planning Authority in the decision making process remains unclear.  It is considered 
essential that Stonnington retains authority over local decisions.   

Chapter 3: Delivering jobs and investment 
Employment Clusters - Options to either focus planning for National Employment Clusters or 
take a broader approach. (Question 10) 

Council generally supports the option to take a broader approach that looks beyond the core 
institutions and businesses. For example, a study area boundary could be used initially to 
broadly define an Employment Cluster.  This could then be refined and confirmed with Local 
Government endorsement and community engagement. As outlined in Council’s submission 
to Plan Melbourne 2014, Chadstone shopping centre should be identified as a National 
Employment Cluster due to its location surrounded by residential and educational uses.  The 
creation of this cluster would add substance to the case for enhanced public transport (train 
or tram) to and through Chadstone.   

Activity Centres - Designation and criteria for activity centres. (Question 13) 

The following additional criteria are supported: 

• Meet an identified market gap – this would enable Council to prepare planning controls 
to better manage the preferred use outcomes of an area, subject to strategic planning 
justification.  

• Contribute to the delivery of a network of 20 minute neighbourhoods – this is relevant to 
all levels of activity centres across Stonnington. 

Within Stonnington, small to medium sized businesses are being displaced by residential led 
development. Greater guidance should be given as to how Councils can secure an 
appropriate proportion of different types of employment spaces within activity centres through 
the Activity Centre Zone provisions and other appropriate mechanisms beyond planning.   

As highlighted in Council's previous submission to Plan Melbourne the following statements 
remain relevant: 

• Plan Melbourne to clearly define the roles of Activity Centres and Neighbourhood 
Centres. 

• Toorak Village to be modified from an Activity Centre to a Neighbourhood Centre. 
• Include the provision of guidance / policy to local governments as to how to secure 

employment spaces within Activity Centres. 
• The Caulfield Station Urban Renewal Precinct to exclude the northern side of 

Dandenong Road. 
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Chapter 4: A more connected Melbourne 
Principal Public Transport Network (PPTN) – The PPTN should inform land use choices and 
decisions. (Question 17) 

The PPTN can inform land use choices and decisions, however this approach is only 
effective if service level provisions are sufficient to meet the increased patronage demands 
as a result of increased development.  This approach needs further consideration and 
evidence before it is included in Plan Melbourne 2016 and must be considered alongside 
other factors when considering locations for growth such as residential zones, heritage, 
neighbourhood character and amenity impact.  

Melbourne Metro Rail Project and Dedicated Freight Track (Dandenong Line) (Question 19) 

In relation to the Melbourne Metro Rail Project, Council notes that no proposal has been 
made for upgrades to South Yarra Station.  Council has previously advocated for South 
Yarra Station to be included in the project scope of the Melbourne Metro Project.   Council 
seeks to highlight the need for upgrades at South Yarra Station, particularly to address 
capacity, amenity, design and safety issues. 

More detail regarding the proposed alignment of the Dandenong Freight line is required to 
address proposed alignment, amenity concerns, noise, land acquisition, impact on heritage 
homes.   

Chapter 5: Housing 
70/30 housing supply target – established areas to provide 70% of Melbourne's new housing 
supply and Greenfield growth areas to provide 30%. (Question 20, 21) 

It is considered that there are benefits to introducing housing targets (such as clearer 
responsibilities for meeting local housing needs) however Council has already demonstrated 
a commitment to planning for increased growth without the use of housing targets. This 
commitment is demonstrated by the completion of Structure Plans (including Chapel 
reVision), the progression of planning controls for growth (including Chapel Street Activity 
Zone) and the application of our Residential Growth Zone and General Residential Zone. 

Housing targets do not necessarily address the issue of housing diversity and cannot be 
considered in isolation. A whole-of government Housing Policy for Metropolitan Melbourne is 
supported (a recommendation of the MAC) that could then feed into local housing strategies.  
It is considered that the following State wide planning reforms would need to be implemented 
prior to introducing housing targets: 

• Innovative planning tools that manage both use and development - The Discussion 
Paper includes the aim to increase the number of new households closer to existing 
jobs. In Stonnington, Neighbourhood Activity Centres play an important role in providing 
a range of affordable small-medium sized employment space through shop-tops and 
serviced office space. The crowding out of these uses by market forces which designate 
residential development as the highest and best use, can pose a threat to the 
sustainability of these smaller centres as employment areas. 

• Enforceable Guidelines for producing better apartments - There is a need to manage the 
quality of apartment design and internal amenity, and provide for a variety of households 
and changing demographics.   

• Innovative planning tools - to encourage more choice in the housing market to meet 
different housing needs. 
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• Car parking policy - introduce maximum car parking rates in areas close to public 
transport and services.   

 

Housing supply in established areas (Question 23, 24) 

The MAC recommends deleting Direction 4.2 of Plan Melbourne – ‘protect Melbourne and its 
suburbs from inappropriate development’ and associated actions. Whilst the Discussion 
Paper states that this is beyond the scope of the Refresh, Council does not support the 
deletion of this Direction which includes initiatives to protect neighbourhoods from residential 
densification and providing for mandatory controls.  

Council has planned to accommodate for increased growth in the Chapel Street Activity 
Centre (which includes the Forrest Hill Precinct) through the application of the Activity Centre 
Zone. Structure Plans are also being prepared for the Glenferrie Road and High Street 
Activity Centre and Hawksburn Village. Council has also identified residential areas with 
development potential through the application of the Residential Growth Zone and General 
Residential Zone. These measures support Direction 4.3 and demonstrate a balance 
between accommodating housing growth and diversity whilst protecting heritage and 
neighbourhood character.   

Neighbourhood character – how can Plan Melbourne clarify the direction to protect 
Melbourne and its suburbs from inappropriate development? (Question 26, 27) 

A key concern for Stonnington residents is inappropriate higher density development and the 
impact on neighbourhood character and internal and external amenity. Robust principles and 
performance-based guidelines are needed to inform good design outcomes that are 
responsive and respectful of the local context.  As outlined in Council’s submission to Plan 
Melbourne 2014 and the Better Apartments Discussion Paper (July 2015), Council supports 
the initiative to update the design guidelines and introduce measurable standards for high-
density residential and mixed-use development.  The implementation of state-wide minimum 
design standards for residential development in the Planning Scheme will help clarify how 
suburbs can be protected from inappropriate development. 

Urban areas need to be protected from inappropriate development. Council does not support 
the use of an arbitrary 50% figure for the neighbourhood residential zone to limit 
development. A set of clearer design performance criteria and policy directions would help 
clarify where residential zones should be applied. It is considered that Stonnington used a 
clear set of criteria to apply the new residential zones rather than an arbitrary figure. The 
approach across Councils should be consistent.    

Housing affordability (Question 29) 

The issue of housing affordability is a complex and significant issue that first needs to be 
addressed and considered at a State/Federal Government policy level context and then 
ongoing input sought from local government and other government agencies and service 
providers. 

Stonnington is a member of the Inner Melbourne Action Plan (IMAP) which has investigated 
Action 5.2 – Affordable Housing.  This action relates to working collaboratively to investigate 
new funding sources and models and build the capacity of registered and not-for-profit 
housing organisations working in the Inner Melbourne Region to provide and manage an 
increased number of affordable houses. 

Other non-regulatory mechanisms such as increased delivery of social housing by State 
Government, use of surplus government land to fund/provide affordable housing and 
partnership arrangements with housing associations and the private sector should also be 
investigated.  
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Chapter 7: New planning tools 
Code assessment for multi-unit development (Question 43) 

A code assessment for multi-unit development raises a number of concerns: 
• Reduced third party rights to notice and appeal.   
• Ambiguity about whether an application fits within the code assessment process.   
• It is considered that neighbourhood character is unlikely to fit within a code assess 

process.   
 
A code assessment process may result in generic development outcomes and a ‘cookie 
cutter’ approach to design.  While code assessment may improve efficiency and provide a 
more transparent understanding of expectations it is unlikely to justify reduced third party 
rights to notice and appeal.  These rights are an important part of Victoria's Planning System. 

Chapter 8: Implementation  
Implementation Plan (Questions 45, 46) 

An implementation plan for Plan Melbourne 2016 is crucial to its success as a strategy.  
However council is concerned that there is no opportunity to review and comment on the 
plan prior to its implementation.  It clearly needs to link back to the strategy.  

Central sub-region (Question 47) 

Identifying Stonnington City Council in the Central sub-region is supported. It is considered 
that Plan Melbourne should focus employment within the Central City with support for 
specific economies located in nodes within the broader Central sub-region. Variation in 
characteristics and policy from east to west within Stonnington should be noted.  

Next steps 
Submissions on the Plan Melbourne Refresh Discussion Paper are due to State Government 
on 18 December 2015 and are required in a specific form (questionnaire template).  Given 
the short timeframe in which to respond, Council’s focus on consultation has been to 
encourage the community to submit directly to State Government. Information on the project 
and how to make a submission is available on Council’s website and in InStonnington 
(December 2015).  This is the only opportunity to provide feedback before Plan Melbourne 
2016 is released.  Although the Discussion Paper highlights the broad issues and options, it 
does not provide the detail necessary for Council to form a comprehensive position on some 
matters.  

State Government has advised that it will release a revised Plan Melbourne in the first half of 
2016 (following a review of updated data, submissions and further advice from the MAC), 
after which it will be introduced into planning schemes.   

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
A revised Plan Melbourne will have significant policy implications for future planning, 
development and transport.  It will result in a greater role for State Government, specifically 
the Metropolitan Planning Authority, in partnering with Local Government to guide strategic 
planning decisions.  

FINANCIAL AND RESOURCES IMPLICATIONS 
Preparation of a submission on the Plan Melbourne Refresh Discussion Paper has involved 
resources from Strategic Planning and has required input from departments within Council to 
ensure an informed response. 
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CONCLUSION 
Over the next 40 years, Melbourne will continue to grow, both geographically and in 
population. Plan Melbourne's vision is for this to occur in such a way that Melbourne will 
become a global city of opportunity and choice.  

The issues and priorities for Stonnington, as raised within this report, will ensure Stonnington 
is a place of community, individuality and business where an environment is created that 
fosters the hopes, wellbeing and aspirations of all people. 

HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATION 
This recommendation complies with the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and 
Responsibilities Act 2006. 
 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
1. Plan Melbourne Refresh Submission - Attach 1 of 1 Excluded 
  
 

RECOMMENDATION 
That Council endorses the submission as detailed in Attachment 1 in response to Plan 
Melbourne Refresh Discussion Paper, October 2015 for lodgement with State 
Government by 18 December 2015. 
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Submission Template - Stonnington 
Chapter 2: Growth, challenges, fundamental principles and key concepts 

1. The discussion paper includes the option (option 5, page 16) that Plan Melbourne better define 
the key opportunities and challenges for developing Melbourne and outlines some key points 
for considerations in Box 1.  Are there any other opportunities or challenges that we should be 
aware of? 

Under ‘A changing economy’: 
 
Insert a new challenge: 
 

• The displacement of retail and office use for residential use in Activity Centres.  The current 
situation where medium/high density planning applications include a small scale office/shop 
component at ground floor does not provide a genuine mixed use development outcome or 
longer term areas for employment capacity.   

• Urban manufacturing – the displacement of manufacturing in activity centres.  State 
Government leadership is needed to support creative industries.   
 

Insert a new opportunity: 
 

• Encourage flexible and creative options (for future adaptation) for commercial uses through 
design consideration (ie. adequate floor to ceiling heights) to help preserve commercial 
(employment) development opportunities.   
 

Under ‘Moving people and goods’: 
 
Insert a new challenge: 

• Cumulative impact of carparking across an activity centre as well as site specific 
consideration.   

 
Insert a new opportunity: 

• Allowing for maximum carparking rates in areas close to public transport and services and 
advocating for sustainable transport alternatives.   

 
Under ‘Housing affordability’: 
 
Insert a new challenge: 

• Apartment diversity and a lack of family sized unit options.   
 
Under ‘Providing services and infrastructure for communities’: 
 
Insert a new challenge: 

• Providing increased open space for an increasing population to maintain liveability, amenity, 
well being and address any existing shortage. 

Under ‘Low suburban density’: 
Insert a new challenge: 

• Protecting heritage buildings and places of significance.   
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2. The discussion paper includes the option (option 6, page 18) that the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals be included in Plan Melbourne 2016.   Do you agree with this 
idea? If so, how should the goals be incorporated into Plan Melbourne 2016?  Choose one 
option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

 
Please explain your response: 

The Sustainable Development Goals are based on three pillars of sustainable development - 
economic prosperity, social inclusion and environment sustainability.  Of particular relevance to a 
Metropolitan Planning Strategy is Goal 11 – Sustainable Cities.   
 
Whilst Council does not have a formal position on the Goals, it is considered appropriate for State 
Government to acknowledge and advocate their advancement through inclusion in Plan Melbourne 
2016.   
 
A range of measures can be put in place to review the progression of achieving the Goals.  The review 
and reporting should be undertaken at State Government Level.   
 

3. The discussion paper includes the option (option 7, page 18) to lock down the existing urban 
growth boundary and modify the action (i.e. the action under Initiative 6.1.1.1 in Plan 
Melbourne 2014) to reflect this. Do you agree that there should be a permanent urban 
growth boundary based on the existing boundary? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

 
Please explain your response: 

Council generally supports the inclusion of an Urban Growth Boundary (with a 15 year land supply) to 
provide housing choice, protect important biodiversity and ensure retention of high quality 
agricultural land for food production.   It is noted that there is a greater cost of food to consumers, 
the further distance between agricultural land and the market. An Urban Growth Boundary will also 
help to ensure that limited land supply in growth areas does not adversely affect housing 
affordability in established urban areas.  

Land supply in all growth areas, however, should continue to be closely monitored to ensure that any 
reduction below the 15 year supply does not adversely affect metropolitan housing affordability.   
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4. The discussion paper includes the option (option 8, page 18) that Plan Melbourne 2016 should 
more clearly articulate the values of green wedge and peri- urban areas to be protected and 
safeguarded. How can Plan Melbourne 2016 better articulate the values of green wedge and 
peri-urban areas? 

The City of Stonnington municipality does not include any green wedge land or peri-urban areas. 
However, Council generally supports policies to retain significant landscape and biodiversity values in 
these areas and to limit urban encroachment to provide a clear separation.   
 

5. The discussion paper includes the option (option 9, page 18) to remove the concept of an 
Integrated Economic Triangle and replace it with a high-level 2050 concept map for Melbourne 
(i.e. a map that shows the Expanded Central City, National Employment Clusters, Metropolitan 
Activity Centres, State-Significant Industrial Precincts, Transport Gateways, Health and 
Education Precincts and Urban Renewal Precincts). What elements should be included in a 
2050 concept map for Melbourne? 

 

In principle, Council would support a high-level 2050 concept map for Melbourne. However, the 
Discussion Paper places a high degree of emphasis on national employment clusters with no policy 
direction on sub-regional employment clusters, particularly for health, education and business 
services sectors.  Preserving commercial development opportunities particularly along public 
transport corridors, is essential to deliver the objectives of a polycentric city and provide additional 
jobs in easy commuter distance to anticipated housing growth. 
 

6. The discussion paper includes the option (option 10, page 18) that the concept of Melbourne as 
a polycentric city (i.e. a city with many centres) with 20-minute neighbourhoods (i.e. the ability 
to meet your everyday (non-work) needs locally, primarily within a 20-minute walk) be better 
defined. Do the definitions adequately clarify the concepts? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree (for polycentric city) 
 Agree (for 20-minute neighbourhood) 
Strongly Agree 

 
Please explain your response: 

Page 20 of the Discussion Paper refers to a polycentric city as being a ‘city based around small 
numbers of clusters and service centres’ and the Glossary defines it as a ‘city model with more than 
one centre with a diverse range of employment and higher-order services’.  More detail is required 
around what is meant by ‘clusters’, ‘service centres’ and ‘higher order services’.   
 
The definition of a 20-minute neighbourhood is clearly defined in the Discussion Paper as ‘the ability 
to meet your everyday (non-work) needs locally, primarily within a 20-minute walk’.  Figure 2 on 
page 22 is a useful visual tool to accompany the definition and should be included in Plan Melbourne 
2016.  However, there needs to be a stronger link about the importance of neighbourhoods having 
access to good
 

 public transport (ie. with regular services).   

The Discussion Paper highlights the importance of the neighbourhood activity centre in playing a 
specific local role and supporting the 20-minute neighbourhood concept.  The housing policy section 
on page 23 refers to the MAC (2015) report recommending ‘higher density housing development 
where there is existing 20-minute access to local services’.  Greater emphasis should be placed on the 
need for higher density to be contextually appropriate and responsive to local strategic policy. 
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7. The discussion paper includes options (options 11-17, pages 23 to 27) that identify housing, 
climate change, people place and identity and partnerships with local government as key concepts 
that need to be incorporated into Plan Melbourne 2016. Do you support the inclusion of these 
as key concepts in Plan Melbourne 2016? 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

 
Please explain your response: 

Option 11 
Council supports Option 11 to strengthen housing affordability and choice as a key concept 
throughout Plan Melbourne 2016.   It is important that State Government leads on this issue and that 
it be given consideration and weight in Plan Melbourne 2016.   
 
Stonnington is a member of the Inner Melbourne Action Plan (IMAP) which has investigated Action 
5.2 – Affordable Housing.  This action relates to working collaboratively to investigate new funding 
sources and models and build the capacity of registered and not-for-profit housing organisations 
working in the Inner Melbourne Region to provide and manage an increased number of affordable 
houses. 
 
Other non-regulatory mechanisms such as increased delivery of social housing by State Government, 
use of surplus government land to fund/provide affordable housing and partnership arrangements 
with housing associations and the private sector should also be investigated.  
 
Options 12-13 
Council supports Options 12-13 which includes identifying the challenges of climate change and 
adding it as a key concept in Plan Melbourne 2016.  Stonnington’s Council Plan 2013/2017 (Year 3) 
includes as a Strategy to ‘support Council and the community to respond to, mitigate and adapt to 
climate change’ and there are a number of budget activities and measures to support this.  
 
Council’s Environmentally Sustainable Development planning policy has recently been included in the 
Planning Scheme and requires development applications to consider sustainable design principles 
early in the planning process to achieve ‘best practice’ in environmentally sustainable development.  
Council also has a Water Sensitive Urban Design Policy included in the Planning Scheme.  It is 
considered that Council is actively responding to issues of climate change at a local level through 
strategic planning.  This should be given priority at State Government level. 
 
More broadly, climate change mitigation initiatives should be linked to other relevant issues which 
aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions such as increased investment in public transport and 
increased modal shift to sustainable transport options.  
 
Options 14-15 
Council supports Option 14 to add as a key concept, the importance of people in Melbourne’s 
identity and place making and embed it throughout Plan Melbourne 2016.   
 
Council also supports the option to introduce a new ‘Place and Identity’ chapter (option 15B) 
incorporating existing policy directions in Plan Melbourne 2014 and other elements from the MAC 
(2013) report omitted from Plan Melbourne 2014.   
 
This chapter should be high level and set the scene about the natural and built form characteristics of 
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Melbourne which make Melbourne a unique and special place with a diverse community.  This new 
chapter should draw on IMAP’s work - Liveable, Walkable Melbourne - The Structure, Character and 
Significance of Inner Melbourne which refers to elements of the natural environment (inner 
waterways, coastline, open space and boulevards) and built environment (heritage buildings and 
precincts, laneways, streetscapes, established residential areas) and also the diversity in other 
Melbourne sub-regions. 
 
Council also supports the initiatives about ensuring that community is engaged in local planning and 
place making and considers this reflects Council’s current community engagement approach.   
 
Option 16 
Council supports option 16 to better recognise the contribution of Aboriginal values and perspectives 
to the planning of our built and natural environments.  State Government leadership on how Local 
Government can best consider Aboriginal values and perspectives as part of the planning process in 
an urbanized setting, is needed.   
 
Option 17 
Option 17 refers to ‘recognising and reinforcing the importance of partnership with local government 
in sub-regional planning and the implementation of Plan Melbourne 2016’.  Whilst Council supports 
this notion, it is concerning that there appears to be no opportunity for Council to review or 
comment on the proposed implementation plan that will accompany Plan Melbourne 2016.  Council 
requests the opportunity to comment on a draft implementation plan.   
 

8. Any other comments about chapter 2 (growth, challenges, fundamental principles and key 
concepts)? 

As outlined in Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014, the role of the Metropolitan Planning 
Authority in the decision making process remains unclear.  It is considered essential that Stonnington 
(and other local government authorities) retains authority over local decisions.   
 
Council supports the proposal for Plan Melbourne 2016 to be an enduring strategy supported by a 
rolling implementation plan which is regularly updated.  The update could be every four years in line 
with the review period for Planning Schemes.   
 
 Recommendation 30  of Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014 remains relevant: 
 

‘Ensure that Councils in relation to the inner urban area be involved in the definition of the 
Metropolitan Planning Authority’s role in planning, including its powers and relationship to 
Activity Centres and Urban Renewal Areas’.   

 
The role of the Metropolitan Planning Authority may be clarified through a detailed implementation 
plan for Plan Melbourne 2016, however there appears to be no opportunity for Council to review or 
provide comment on an implementation plan prior to its finalisation.  This is a key concern for 
Council.   
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Chapter 3: Delivering jobs and investment 

9. The discussion paper includes the option (option 20, page 30) to revise the Delivering Jobs and 
Investment chapter in Plan Melbourne 2014 to ensure the significance and roles of the National 
Employment Clusters as places of innovation and knowledge-based employment are clear. 
How can Plan Melbourne 2016 better articulate the significance and roles of the National 
Employment Clusters as places of innovation and knowledge-based employment? 

The Discussion Paper considers land use, economic gains and employment as key characteristics of 
the National Employment Clusters.  Transport related factors such as access to, and provision of 
efficient transport should also be considered in order to ensure the successful functioning of the 
employment cluster.   
 

10. The discussion paper includes two options (page 30) relating to National Employment Clusters, 
being: 

Option 21A: Focus planning for National Employment Clusters on core institutions and businesses 

Option 21B: Take a broader approach to planning for National Employment Clusters that looks 
beyond the core institutions and businesses 

Which option do you prefer?  

 Option 21A 
 Option 21B 

 
Please explain why you have chosen your preferred option: 

Council generally supports Option 21B which considers a broader approach to planning for National 
Employment Clusters that looks beyond the core institutions and businesses.  This approach would 
involve flagging an area under investigation and refining the area with Local Government/community 
engagement.  For example, a study area boundary could be used initially to broadly define an 
Employment Cluster and then refined and confirmed with Local Government endorsement and 
community engagement.  
 
As outlined in Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014, Chadstone shopping centre should be 
identified as a National Employment Cluster due to its location surrounded by residential and 
educational uses.  The creation of this cluster would add substance to the case for public transport 
enhancements (train or tram) to and through Chadstone.   
 
It should be noted that for the Monash National Employment Cluster, Chadstone Shopping Centre 
has been identified as a stakeholder however Stonnington Council has not.  Council requests that it 
be included as a stakeholder. 
 

11. The discussion paper includes the option (option 22, page 30) to broaden the East Werribee 
National Employment Cluster to call it the Werribee National Employment Cluster in order to 
encompass the full range of activities and employment activities that make up Werribee. This 
could include the Werribee Activity Centre and the Werribee Park Tourism Precinct.  Do you 
agree with broadening the East Werribee Cluster? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
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 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

 
Why? 

No comment on this question as not of particular relevance to Stonnington. 
 

12. The discussion paper includes the option (option 23, page 30) to broaden the Dandenong South 
National Employment Cluster to call it the Dandenong National Employment Cluster in order to 
encompass the full range of activities and employment activities that make up Dandenong. This 
could include the Dandenong Metropolitan Activity Centre and Chisholm Institute of TAFE. Do 
you agree with broadening the Dandenong South National Employment Cluster? Choose one 
option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

No comment on this question as not of particular relevance to Stonnington. 
 

13. The discussion paper includes options (options 24 to 30, pages 33 and 34) that consider the 
designation of activity centres and criteria for new activity centres.  Do you have any comments 
on the designation of activity centres or the criteria for new activity centres as outlined in the 
discussion paper? 

Option 30 
Council generally supports the additional criteria for new activity centres: 

• Meet an identified market gap – this would enable Council to prepare planning controls to 
better manage the preferred use outcomes of an area, subject to strategic planning 
justification.  

• Contribute to the delivery of a network of 20 minute neighbourhoods – this is relevant to all 
levels of activity centres across Stonnington. 

 
General 
Whilst not specifically included in the Discussion Paper, Council wishes to stress the importance of 
allowing the ability to mandate heights in Neighbourhood Centres and as such, suggests an 
amendment to Initiative 4.2.2 of Plan Melbourne 2014 (by adding the words in bold):   In some 
instances, where centres are already well-developed or communities are seeking to protect the unique 
character of their centres (such as by protecting heritage buildings or solar access to open space and 
the public realm. 
 
As highlighted in Council’s previous submission to Plan Melbourne 2014 the following 
recommendations remain relevant for consideration in Plan Melbourne 2016: 
 
Definition of Activity Centres 
Recommendation 3: 
Plan Melbourne to clearly define the roles of Activity Centres and Neighbourhood Centres. 
There needs to be clarity around the definition of ‘neighbourhood centres’ as distinct from ‘activity 
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centres’.  Neighbourhood centres should also be defined in the glossary.   
 
Identification of Toorak Village  
Recommendation 5: 
Toorak Village to be modified from an Activity Centre to a Neighbourhood Centre.  This is in line with 
Amendment C77 and the supporting structure plan. 
 
The inaccuracy in terms has specifically led to confusion regarding the future development of Toorak 
Village as a designated Activity Centre. Through community consultations and stakeholder 
engagements, opinions have been voiced that Toorak Village should not be an area in which 
intensification is a priority, as it is a well established ‘village’ area with its own unique neighbourhood 
character and feel that the residents of Stonnington would like to protect. 
 
Displacement of small to medium sized businesses 
Recommendation 6: 
Include the provision of guidance to local governments as to how to secure employment spaces 
within Activity Centres. 
 
Within Stonnington, small to medium sized businesses are being displaced by residential led 
development as shown on Chapel Street (e.g. Forrest Hill).  Greater guidance should be given as to 
how Councils can secure an appropriate proportion of different types of employment spaces within 
activity centres through the Activity Centre Zone provisions and other appropriate mechanisms.  This 
important issue has been carefully considered in the development of the Chapel Street Activity 
Centre Zone which has been adopted by Council and is currently awaiting approval from the Minister 
for Planning. 
 
The Caulfield Station Urban Renewal Precinct 
Recommendation 9: 
The Caulfield Station Urban Renewal Precinct to exclude the northern side of Dandenong Road. 
 
There is significant concern over the identification of Caulfield as an area of Urban Renewal and the 
inclusion of the northern side of Dandenong Road in Plan Melbourne 2014.  Council strongly requests 
that the Caulfield Station Urban Renewal Precinct exclude the northern side of Dandenong Road.  
Council has completed locally specific urban design frameworks supported by controls in the 
planning scheme.  These reflect stakeholder and community views and acknowledge the potential 
growth on the north side of Dandenong Road commensurate with balancing economic and housing 
development with the surrounding single storey character and local heritage qualities.  
 
Urban Renewal Areas 
Recommendation 10: 
The Strategy needs to outline how Urban Renewal Areas will be implemented and the proposed 
relationship structure between State and Local government in the facilitation and planning for new 
development within these areas. 
 
This recommendation relates back to the importance of clarifying the role of the Metropolitan 
Planning Authority.  It is considered essential that Stonnington retains authority over local decisions. 
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14. The discussion paper includes the option (option 31, page 35) to evaluate the range of planning 
mechanisms available to protect strategic agricultural land. What types of agricultural land and 
agricultural activities need to be protected and how could the planning system better protect 
them? 

Refer to response to Question 3. 
 

15. The discussion paper includes the option (option 32, page 36) to implement the outcomes of 
the Extractive Industries Taskforce through the planning scheme, including Regional Growth 
Plans, to affirm that extractive industries resources are protected to provide an economic 
supply of materials for construction and road industries. Do you have any comments in relation 
to extractive industries?  

As a broad strategic planning principle it is appropriate to protect areas of significant resource value 
and long term employment opportunity through appropriate planning tools available in the Victoria 
Planning Provisions.  
 

16. Any other comments about chapter 3 (delivering jobs and investment)? 

 
 
 

Chapter 4: A more connected Melbourne 

17. The discussion paper includes the option (option 34, page 42) to include the Principal Public 
Transport Network in Plan Melbourne 2016. Do you agree that the Principal Public Transport 
Network should inform land use choices and decisions? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
Agree 

 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

The Principal Public Transport Network (PPTN) can help inform land use choices and decisions 
however this approach is only effective if service level provisions are sufficient to meet the increased 
patronage demands as a result of increased development.  Whilst the PPTN can help to indicate 
where greater activity could be accommodated on the public transport network, other factors must 
be considered, including the residential zones, heritage, neighbourhood character, amenity impact 
and other infrastructure provision. 
 
Council notes that the PPTN is being updated.  It is essential that Council is provided an opportunity 
to review and input into any new PPTN before it is included in Plan Melbourne 2016.   
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18. The discussion paper includes the option (option 35, page 43) to incorporate references to 
Active Transport Victoria (which aims to increase participation and safety among cyclists and 
pedestrians) in Plan Melbourne 2016. How should walking and cycling networks influence and 
integrate with land use? 

Incorporating references to Active Transport Victoria to invest in cycling and pedestrian 
infrastructure improvements will have benefits in growth areas where space exists to install new 
shared path infrastructure. However, in inner areas such as Stonnington, the majority of the cyclist 
network is made up of on-road bike lanes which often compete with on street car parking and trams. 
For cyclist and pedestrian infrastructure improvements to these routes, VicRoads and Yarra Trams 
should be encouraged to make decisions on the priority of the road in consultation with Council, to 
allow safe space for separated bike lanes and footpaths where appropriate.   
 

19. Any other comments about chapter 4 (a more connected Melbourne)? 

Page 41 of the Discussion Paper lists the new rail and road projects to be included in Plan Melbourne 
2016 but does not provide any specific details about these projects.  More information is required 
about each of these projects with an opportunity to provide comments.   
 
In relation to the Melbourne Metro Rail Project, Council notes that no proposal has been made for 
upgrades to South Yarra Station.  Council has previously advocated for South Yarra Station to be 
included in the project scope of the Melbourne Metro Project.    Council seeks to highlight the need 
for upgrades at South Yarra Station, particularly to address capacity, amenity, design and safety 
issues. 
 
In the absence of detail regarding the current transport projects, the following recommendations 
contained in Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014 remain relevant: 
 
Introduction of a dedicated freight track on the Dandenong rail line 
Recommendation 16: 
More detail regarding the proposed alignment of the Dandenong Freight line be provided in Plan 
Melbourne to address proposed alignment, amenity concerns, noise, land acquisition, impact on 
heritage homes.   
 
Recommendation 17: 
City of Stonnington be consulted as a major stakeholder on the proposed design and development of 
the Dandenong Freight line. 
 
Recommendation 18: 
The Strategy be amended to reference the State Government’s commitment to preparing a freight 
rail noise policy to be included within the State Planning Policy Framework.   
 
Traffic, car parking and travel demand management 
Recommendation 19: 
Greater emphasis needs to be placed in the Strategy (and planning applications) to link areas for 
development growth to public transport capacity and funded improvements to existing services and 
infrastructure, including consideration of cumulative impacts. 
 
Greater tram priority on the road network 
Recommendation 20: 
Proposals for greater tram-priority on the road network which involve the removal of on-street car 
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parking be subject to locally specific structure plans and studies and extensive consultation.   
 
Grade separation at existing road/rail crossings 
Recommendation 21: 
Plan Melbourne identify all seven level crossings within Stonnington for grade separation; on the 
Sandringham line – Greville Street (Prahran), Union Street (Windsor) and, on the Glen Waverley line – 
Glenferrie Road (Kooyong), Toorak Road (Kooyong), Tooronga Road (Malvern), Burke Road (already 
proposed) and High Street (Glen Iris).   
 
The Discussion Paper mentions the removal of 50 metropolitan level crossings but does not identify 
which ones are flagged for removal or timing.  More information is required. 
 
Ferry route and South Yarra terminal 
Recommendation 22: 
Plan Melbourne to identify that environmental, recreational, transport and economic impacts will be 
considered prior to finalisation of ferry routes and terminals. 
 
Strategic cycling corridors in the Central City 
Recommendation 23: 
The Sandringham rail corridor proposed shared pedestrian/cycle path be shown as a strategic cycling 
enhancement project.   
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Chapter 5: Housing 

20. The discussion paper includes the option (option 36A, page 46) to establish a 70/30 target 
where established areas provide 70 per cent of Melbourne’s new housing supply and 
greenfield growth areas provide 30 per cent.  Do you agree with establishing a 70/30 target for 
housing supply? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

The MAC report recommends introducing a housing target that by 2050, at least 70% of all new 
housing approved after 2015 will be accommodated within the established urban areas of 
Melbourne and the remaining 30% in the greenfield growth areas. 
 
Whilst Council understands that there are benefits to introducing housing targets (such as clearer 
responsibilities for meeting local housing needs), Council has already demonstrated a commitment to 
planning for increased growth without the use of housing targets.   
 
Within Stonnington, a comprehensive structure plan has been adopted for the Chapel Street Activity 
Centre (which includes Forrest Hill) and is being implemented using the Activity Centre Zone (Council 
is awaiting approval of the Activity Centre Zone).   Structure Plans are also being prepared for the 
Glenferrie Road and High Street Activity Centre and Hawksburn Village.  Council has also identified 
residential areas with development potential through the application of the Residential Growth Zone 
and General Residential Zone.  These measures demonstrate a commitment to accommodate 
housing growth and diversity. 
 
Council is concerned that commencing a target approach with a start date of ‘after 2015’, does not 
recognise the extent to which Stonnington has already catered for increased growth.  It is considered 
that accommodating growth should be absorbed across the established areas, rather than focused 
on specific areas only. 
 
Housing targets do not necessarily address the issue of housing diversity and cannot be considered in 
isolation.  A whole-of government Housing Policy for Metropolitan Melbourne would also be needed 
(this is a recommendation of the MAC) that could then feed into local housing strategies.    
  

21. What, if any, planning reforms are necessary to achieve a 70/30 target? 

The following State wide planning reforms would need to be implemented prior to introducing 
housing targets: 

• Innovative planning tools that manage both use and development.  The Discussion Paper 
includes the aim to increase the number of new households closer to existing jobs.  In 
Stonnington, Neighbourhood Activity Centres play an important role in providing a range of 
affordable small-medium sized employment space through shop-tops and serviced office 
space.  The crowding out of these uses by market forces which designate residential 
development as the highest and best use, can pose a threat to the sustainability of these 
smaller centres as centres for employment. 

• Enforceable Guidelines for producing better apartments.  There is a need to manage the 
quality of apartment design and internal amenity, and provide for a variety of 
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households and changing demographics.   
• Innovative planning tools that encourage more choice in the housing market to meet 

different housing needs. 
• Carparking policy that introduces maximum carparking rates in areas close to public 

transport and services.   
 

22. The discussion paper includes the option (option 36B, page 46) to investigate a mechanism to 
manage the sequence and density of the remaining Precinct Structure Plans based on land 
supply needs.  Do you agree with this idea? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

Growth area councils are best placed to respond to this question.   
 

23. The discussion paper includes the option (option 36C, page 46) to focus metropolitan planning 
on unlocking housing supply in established areas, particularly within areas specifically targeted 
for growth and intensification. Do you agree with this idea? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

This question is unclear.  The MAC recommends deleting Direction 4.2 of Plan Melbourne – ‘protect 
Melbourne and its suburbs from inappropriate development’ and associated actions.  Whilst the 
Discussion Paper states that this recommendation is beyond the scope of the Refresh, Council does 
not support the deletion of Direction 4.2 which includes initiatives around protecting 
neighbourhoods from residential densification and providing for mandatory controls. These 
initiatives remain relevant and need to be balanced with accommodating for growth.   
 
Council has planned to accommodate for increased growth in the Chapel Street Activity Centre 
(which includes the Forrest Hill Precinct) through the application of the Activity Centre Zone.  
Structure Plans are also being prepared for the Glenferrie Road and High Street Activity Centre and 
Hawksburn Village.  Council has also identified residential areas with development potential through 
the application of the Residential Growth Zone.  These measures demonstrate a balance between 
accommodating housing growth and diversity whilst protecting heritage and neighbourhood 
character.   
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24. The discussion paper includes options (option 37, page 50) to better define and 
communicate Melbourne’s housing needs by either: 

Option 37A: Setting housing targets for metropolitan Melbourne and each sub-region relating 
to housing diversity, supply and affordability. 

Option 37B: Developing a metropolitan Housing Strategy that includes a Housing Plan.  

Which option do you prefer? Choose one option: 

 Option 37A 
 Option 37B 
 Other 

Why? 

The above approaches cannot be considered in isolation.   Housing targets would need to fit within a 
Metropolitan Housing Strategy and Housing Plan that can then feed into local housing strategies.   
 
The Discussion Paper states that as an alternative to targets, a Housing Strategy might ‘provide 
detailed housing information and include preferred housing scenarios for sub-regions and for the 
sub-region’s activity centres and National Employment Clusters’.  Council would welcome more 
information on this approach.   
 

25. The discussion paper includes the option (option 38, page 52) to introduce a policy statement 
in Plan Melbourne 2016 to support population and housing growth in defined locations and 
acknowledge that some areas within defined locations will require planning protection based 
on their valued character. How could Plan Melbourne 2016 clarify those locations in which 
higher scales of change are supported? 

Council has demonstrated a balanced approach in identifying areas for growth and protecting 
heritage and neighbourhood character through its structure planning and application of the 
residential zones.   
 

26. The discussion paper includes the option (option 39, page 52) to clarify the direction to 
‘protect the suburbs’. How could Plan Melbourne 2016 clarify the direction to protect 
Melbourne and its suburbs from inappropriate development? 

 
 A key concern for Stonnington residents is inappropriate higher density development and the impact 
on neighbourhood character and internal and external amenity. Robust principles and performance-
based guidelines are needed to inform good design outcomes that are responsive and respectful of 
the local context.  As outlined in Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014, Council supports the 
short-term initiative to update the design guidelines and introduce measurable standards for high-
density residential and mixed-use development. 
 
Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014 also included a request for greater emphasis to be 
placed in the Strategy on state-wide minimum design standards for residential apartments.  State 
Government has subsequently released the Better Apartments Discussion Paper for consultation and 
Council has provided a submission in response (July 2015).   
 
The finalisation of the above actions and their implementation into Planning Schemes will help clarify 
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how suburbs can be protected from inappropriate development. 
 

27. The discussion paper includes the option (option 40, page 56) to clarify the action to apply 
the Neighbourhood Residential Zone to at least 50 per cent of residential land by: 

Option 40A: Deleting the action and replacing it with a direction that clarifies how the 
residential zones should be applied to respect valued character and deliver housing diversity. 

Option 40B: Retain at least 50 per cent as a guide but expand the criteria to enable variations 
between municipalities.  

Which option do you prefer? Choose one option: 

 Option 40A 
 Option 40B 
 Other 

Why? 

Urban areas need to be protected from inappropriate development.  Council does not support the 
use of an arbitrary % figure to limit development. A set of clearer design performance criteria and 
policy directions would help clarify where residential zones should be applied.   
 
It is considered that Stonnington’s application of the residential zones was applied with local 
strategic justification including the Strategic Framework Plan, lot size, neighbourhood character and 
heritage controls and consideration for growth in Activity Centres, adjacent to train stations and 
along the Principal Public Transport Network.  This approach could be used as the basis for 
developing criteria.   
 

28.  The discussion paper includes the option (option 42, page 58) to include an action in Plan 
Melbourne 2016 to investigate how the building and planning system can facilitate housing 
that readily adapts to the changing needs of households over the life of a dwelling. In what 
other ways can Plan Melbourne 2016 support greater housing diversity? 

Plan Melbourne 2016 could support greater housing diversity by undertaking a Statewide study to: 
• Identify the benefits associated with a diversity of housing mix (to help inform the 

community); 
• Identify the appropriate housing mix to meet Melbourne’s existing and future housing needs;  
• Identify preferred housing types and designs in terms of residential density and amenity. 
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29. A number of options are outlined in the discussion paper (page 58) to improve housing 
affordability, including: 

Option 45A: Consider introducing planning tools that mandate or  facilitate or provide incentives 
to increase social and affordable housing supply. 

Option 45B: Evaluate the affordable housing initiative pilot for land sold by government to 
determine whether to extend this to other suitable land sold by government. 

Option 45C:  Identify planning scheme requirements that could be waived or reduced without 
compromising the amenity of social and affordable housing or neighbouring properties. 

What other ideas do you have for how Plan Melbourne 2016 can improve housing affordability? 

 
The issue of housing affordability is a complex and significant issue that first needs to be addressed 
and considered at a State/Federal Government level and then ongoing input sought from local 
government and other government agencies and service providers. 
 
Stonnington is a member of the Inner Melbourne Action Plan (IMAP) which has investigated Action 
5.2 – Affordable Housing.  This action relates to working collaboratively to investigate new funding 
sources and models and build the capacity of registered and not-for-profit housing organisations 
working in the Inner Melbourne Region to provide and manage an increased number of affordable 
houses. 
 
Other non-regulatory mechanisms such as increased delivery of social housing by State Government, 
use of surplus government land to fund/provide affordable housing and partnership arrangements 
with housing associations and the private sector should also be investigated.  
 

30. Any other comments about chapter 5 (housing)? 

The Discussion Paper lacks emphasis on the importance of neighbourhood character and protecting 
places of heritage significance.  It is important that Plan Melbourne 2016 adequately identifies the 
challenge of planning for future growth whilst conserving areas of character and significance, and 
respects the work already undertaken by Local Government in these areas.   
 
 

Chapter 6: A more resilient and environmentally sustainable Melbourne 

31. The discussion paper includes the option (option 46, page 69) to introduce Strategic 
Environmental Principles in Plan Melbourne 2016 to guide implementation of environment, 
climate change and water initiatives. Do you agree with the inclusion of Strategic 
Environmental Principles in Plan Melbourne 2016? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 
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Inclusion of Strategic Environmental Principles is generally supported. These will provide a useful 
level of focus for testing decision making. Such focus was missing in Plan Melbourne 2014. 
 

32. The discussion paper includes the option (option 47, page 72) to review policy and hazard 
management planning tools (such as overlays) to ensure the planning system responds to 
climate change challenges. Do you agree with this idea? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

A review of policy and planning tools (such as overlays) to ensure that planning responds to climate 
change challenges will identify where additional work is required.  The review should be State 
Government led, be based on best practice and include early and meaningful consultation across 
Local Government. 
 
Stonnington is one of six Council’s that has recently introduced Environmentally Sustainable 
Development policy into its Planning Scheme, requiring that development applications meet best 
practice early on in the design process.   
 
Part of the Municipal Emergency Management Planning Committee’s (MEMPC) role in any District is 
to develop a Community Emergency Risk Assessment (CERA).  In the case of Stonnington, extreme 
weather events and flooding are two such risks that the Committee has identified and for which it 
has implemented control measures in the areas of response/relief/recovery.  With respect to these 
two risks, the Committee relies upon the Special Building Overlay Flood mapping produced through 
cooperation between Melbourne Water and Council.   
 

33. The discussion paper includes options (options 48 and 49, page72) to update hazard mapping 
to promote resilience and avoid unacceptable risk, and update periodically the planning 
system and supporting legislative and policy frameworks to reflect best available climate 
change science and data. Do you have any comments on these options? 

Updated hazard mapping is recommended to address regional and local risks, so that appropriate 
planning responses can occur.  Regular review is also required to respond to risks and challenges as 
climate change science and data continues to progress and improve. 
 

34. The discussion paper includes the option (option 50, page 73) to incorporate natural hazard 
management criteria into Victorian planning schemes to improve planning in areas exposed to 
climate change and environmental risks. Do you agree with this idea? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

Incorporating natural hazard management criteria into planning schemes is generally supported.  In 
particular, Council considers the following criterion as essential: 
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Adopt a consistent State wide approach to mitigating risk that informs fit for purpose local 
solutions (mapping hazards, setting the right rules in place).   

  

35. The discussion paper includes the option (option 51, page 75) to investigate consideration of 
climate change risks in infrastructure planning in the land use planning system, including 
consideration of an ‘infrastructure resilience test’. Do you agree that a more structured approach 
to consideration of climate change risks in infrastructure planning has merit? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

A more structured approach to consideration of climate change risks in infrastructure planning, 
including consideration of an ‘infrastructure resilience test’ is generally supported by Council.  
However details of its application require careful consideration and consultation with local 
government.    
 
Increased development places additional pressure on existing infrastructure and this needs broader 
policy attention and improved resource management capacity.   
 

36. The discussion paper includes the option (option 52, page 76) to strengthen high-priority 
habitat corridors throughout Melbourne and its peri-urban areas to improve long-term 
health of key flora and fauna habitat.  Do you agree with this idea? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

Strengthening existing habitat corridors should be extended to also identifying and promoting re-
establishment of lost habitat corridors (or alternatives if re-establishment is not possible). 
 

37. The discussion paper includes options (options 53 and 54, pages 78 and 79) to introduce 
strategies to cool our city including: increasing tree canopy, vegetated ground cover and 
permeable surfaces; use of Water Sensitive Urban Design and irrigation; and encouraging the 
uptake of green roofs, facades and walls, as appropriate materials used for pavements and 
buildings with low heat-absorption properties. What other strategies could be beneficial for 
cooling our built environment?  

Council has been proactive in addressing this issue at a local level.  Council’s Statutory Planners 
assess planning applications against a Water Sensitive Urban Design local policy in the Planning 
Scheme.  Council is also a member of the Growing Green Guide for Melbourne Project (as developed 
by IMAP).   
 
Another strategy that could be beneficial for cooling our built environment includes the efficient use 
of energy for transport, production and building operations. The majority of every watt of gas, petrol, 
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diesel and electricity consumed in Melbourne is converted into heat which contributes to warming 
our city.  
 

38. The discussion paper includes the option (option 56A, page 80) to investigate opportunities in 
the land use planning system, such as strong supporting planning policy, to facilitate the 
increased uptake of renewable and low-emission energy in Melbourne and its peri-urban 
areas. Do you agree that stronger land use planning policies are needed to facilitate the uptake 
of renewable and low-emission energy? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

Council supports stronger land use planning policies to facilitate and increase the uptake of 
renewable and low-emission energy generation.  Council has demonstrated its commitment to this 
issue by developing an Environmentally Sustainable Development policy that is included in the 
Planning Scheme with five other metropolitan councils.  It requires applicants to demonstrate how a 
development is energy efficient at the beginning of the planning process.   
 
State wide planning policy regarding solar access rights for existing solar PV systems should also be 
developed and included in the Planning Scheme.  This is particularly important given the grandfather 
clause in local planning schemes.  
 

39. The discussion paper includes options (options 56B and 56C, page 80) to strengthen the 
structure planning process to facilitate future renewable and low-emission energy generation 
technologies in greenfield and urban renewal precincts and require consideration of the costs 
and benefits of renewable or low-emission energy options across a precinct. Do you agree that 
the structure planning process should facilitate the uptake of renewable and low-emission 
technologies in greenfield and urban renewal precincts? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

Council supports the upfront consideration of the uptake of renewable and low emission 
technologies as part of the structure planning process.  This could include energy mapping.    
 
Successful integration of these technologies into structure planning includes requiring access to 
sunlight, provision of adequate space for systems and connectivity of energy uses. 
 
Enabling the sharing of energy supply across title boundaries as part of the structure planning 
process could further facilitate renewable and low-emission energy generation. This is due to the 
ability to generate on a site and share that energy with adjacent sites without the regulatory barriers 
that currently exist and are hindering integrated systems on a neighbourhood scale. 
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40. The discussion paper includes the option (option 57, page 81) to take an integrated approach 
to planning and building to strengthen Environmentally Sustainable Design, including 
consideration of costs and benefits. Do you agree that an integrated planning and building 
approach would strengthen Environmentally Sustainable Design? Choose one option: 

 Strongly Disagree  
 Disagree 
 Agree 
 Strongly Agree 

Why? 

Council is already requiring an integrated approach to ESD through the implementation of its 
Environmentally Sustainable Development policy in the Planning Scheme.   
 
Lack of consideration for energy and resource efficiency at the design stage can compromise the 
ability of a development to meet building permit and operational phase efficiency requirements.  
Studies by State and Federal Departments have shown that current building code energy efficiency 
requirements are frequently not met. Therefore, specific energy efficiency targets and standards 
should be required at both planning and building permitting stages; with both codes aligned to 
ensure maximum success. 
  

41. Any other comments about chapter 6 (a more resilient and environmentally sustainable 
Melbourne)? 

Council supports the inclusion of an environmentally sustainable Melbourne chapter in the 
Discussion Paper which will form part of Plan Melbourne 2016.  The concept of ‘resilience’ however 
should apply more broadly and underpin the entire Metropolitan Strategy.   
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Chapter 7: New planning tools 

42. The discussion paper includes options (options 58A and 58B, page 84) to evaluate whether new 
or existing planning tools (zones and overlays) could be applied to National Employment 
Clusters and urban renewal areas. Do you have any comments on the planning tools (zones and 
overlays) needed for National Employment Clusters and urban renewal areas? 

Unless part of a comprehensive review of the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPP’s), the addition of 
new zones, including Special Purpose Zones, should be avoided.  Page 84 of the Discussion Paper 
states that the Victorian Government proposes to review Victoria Planning Provisions to reduce the 
complexity of existing planning schemes, and that the recommendations relating to new or existing 
planning tools will be considered as part of this work.   
 

43. The discussion paper includes options (options 59A and 59B, page 84) to evaluate the merits of 
code assessment for multi-unit development, taking into account the findings from the ‘Better 
Apartments’ process, to either replace ResCode with a codified process for multi-unit 
development or identify ResCode standards that can be codified. Do you have any comments 
on the merits of code assessment for multi-unit development? 

A code assessment for multi-unit development raises the following concerns: 
 

• Reduced third party rights to notice and appeal.  This is an important component of Victoria’s 
planning system.  Situations may arise where the local community is only informed about 
multi-unit development at the construction phase.  This scenario is of high concern for 
Council.   

• It may be unclear whether an application fits within the code assessment process.  Situations 
may arise where applicants believe that they comply  however Council is of the view that the 
standards have not been met.  This is particularly relevant to standards that are more 
difficult to measure such as neighbourhood character and design.   

• It is considered that neighbourhood character is unlikely to fit within a code assess process.  
Even within broader neighbourhood character precincts identified by Council, character can 
differ between individual streets. 

• A code assessment process may result in generic development outcomes and a ‘cookie 
cutter’ approach to design.   

• Previous incarnations of code assess type provisions (ie. former dual occupancy as of right 
provisions) produced poor development outcomes and were ultimately removed because 
they failed. 

44. Any other comments about chapter 7 (new planning tools)? 
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Chapter 8: Implementation 

45. The discussion paper includes the option (options 1 and 61, pages 14 and 90) of Plan 
Melbourne being an enduring strategy with a long-term focus supported by a ‘rolling’ 
implementation plan. Do you agree that separating the long-term strategy from a shorter-term 
supporting implementation plan is a good idea? 

As outlined in this submission, Council requests the opportunity to review and comment on the 
implementation plan prior to its finalisation.   
 

46. If a separate implementation plan is developed for Plan Melbourne 2016 what will make it 
effective? 

If a separate implementation plan is developed for Plan Melbourne 2016, it needs to clearly link  back 
to the Strategy.   
 

47. Any other comments about chapter 8 (implementation)? 

Page 91 of the Discussion Paper refers to the Metropolitan sub-regions, in particular the new Central 
Sub-region which includes Stonnington.  It states that ‘alternative boundaries could be considered for 
the Central Sub-region which better align with the Central City planning area, in consultation with the 
relevant councils.  For example, in the City of Stonnington the area east of Williams Road could form 
part of the Eastern Sub-region’.   
 
As outlined in Council’s submission to Plan Melbourne 2014, Stonnington supports the use of sub-
regions to better define regional direction in relation to housing and activity centres.  This reflects 
the existing structure of IMAP that Stonnington is party to.  Council supports Stonnington’s location 
within the central sub-region but notes variations in characteristics and policy from east to west and 
the diversity that results and provides for resilient and connected communities.   
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